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Summary 

 

A phased refurbishment was carried out in 2014-2016 of the Base Court toilets at 

Hampton Court Palace; this particular phase of the project during the 

summer/autumn months of 2016 involved refurbishing the ladies facilities located in 

the southern cloister in Apartment 19 and the disabled toilet in Apartment 36 in the 

eastern cloister.   

The project required an archaeological watching brief in order to monitor the 

removal of the modern fixtures and the excavation of three trenches; Trench I in 

Room GF055 and Trench II in Room GF051, both of which were in Apartment 19, 

and Trench III in the passageway between the Mantegna Gallery and the Palace 

building. Only trench I presented any significant archaeological features. 

The removal of the modern fixtures, particularly in Room GF055, revealed a number 

of historical features, the earliest of which included several sections of Tudor 

brickwork and a Tudor fireplace in room GF055. A Tudor culvert is also located in 

Room GF053. This feature was already visible to the public prior to the 

refurbishment works. These newly exposed architectural elements are original 

features associated with the Wolsey Period between 1514 and 1521.  

Later features were also exposed, including a limestone paved floor surface, which 

was uncovered beneath the modern fixtures in Room GF048 (southern cloister). The 

floor was associated with the early c.18th timber panelling on the east-facing 

elevation of this narrow space.  

Located on the east-facing elevation in Room GF055 adjacent to the doorway 

through to GF053, was a pencil drawing of daisy-wheels – a typical pattern seen in 

apotropaic marks, though this particular example was of c.20th century date, 

appearing on the post-1912 green painted panelling installed in front of the wall. On 

the same timber beam structure fixed against the same eastern-facing elevation were 

the remains of an early/mid-20th century patterned wall paper. 
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1 Location and Scope of Work  

1.1 This archaeological watching brief and building recording report prepared by the Curatorial 

Department of Historic Royal Palaces presents the archaeological data revealed during the 

upgrade and refurbishment of the toilets of Base Court, Hampton Court Palace. The toilets are 

located in the southern range in rooms GF048, GF055, GF053, GF051, and the eastern range in 

room GF073 (see Fig.2). This work was undertaken over during summer/autumn 2016.  

1.2 The works were centred on National Grid Reference TQ 15667 68449 

1.3 The site code assigned to this project was HCP 150. An accession number, 3910036, was 

allocated and encompasses the physical, digital and paper archives associated with this project.  

 

2 Aims and Methodology 

Aims 

2.1 The main objective of this archaeological project was to mitigate the negative effects on the 

historical and archaeological fabric of the building and to protect any archaeological features 

revealed over the course of the refurbishment. The removal of the modern fixtures allowed the 

opportunity to record and interpret features that were left temporarily exposed, which in turn 

enabled us to increase our understanding of this area of the Palace. Three trenches were also 

excavated: 

 Trench I in room GF055  

 Trench II in room GF051 

 Trench III in the passage between the Mantegna Gallery and the external wall of 

GF051. 

2.2 The main aims of this project were to: 

 Identify and date, where possible, all the construction phases.  

 Record and provide interpretation for any exposed structural features revealed during 

the removal of fixtures and fittings 

 Record and provide interpretation for underlying archaeological deposits and features. 

 Create an ordered archive of the work for deposition with Historic Royal Palaces. 

 

Methodology 

2.3 An application for Scheduled Monument Clearance at Hampton Court Palace was granted from 

Historic England for the proposed scheme of works (Scheduled Monument No: SM LO 83 HA 

1002009 Ref: S00079130). Conservation is the overriding priority in all of HRP’s aims and 

objectives; guided by strict in-house Conservation Principles. These include a commitment to the 

continued use and occupation of the palaces, but with minimum intervention to historic fabric.  

Any interventions are preceded by informed research and study of the physical and documentary 

evidence, and meticulous recording of the fabric before, during and after all work. 

2.4 The works carried out during Summer/Autumn 2016 required regular monitoring during the 

stripping phase of the refurbishment works and an archaeological watching brief during the 

excavation of trenches associated with the installation of services. 

2.5 The initial phase involving the removal of modern fixtures in Apartment 19 (rooms GF055, GF 

053, GF051, and GF048) and Apartment 36  (room GF073), required regular monitoring. Each 

space was examined for any archaeological or architectural features that may previously have 

been hidden by the modern fittings and fixtures.  
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2.6 The excavation of three trenches was also undertaken by the contractors as part of the 

refurbishment works. Trench I was located at the far eastern end of GF055 against the west-

facing elevation. The modern concrete floor was firstly excavated with a hand drill and the rubble 

backfill material removed. A further area of concrete around the existing drainage pipe was then 

removed. Trench II was excavated in room GF051 in the same way as Trench I, whilst Trench III 

was located in the external passageway between the Mantegna Gallery and the southern range of 

Base Court. This trench was hand-excavated by contractors to carry out maintenance to the 

services associated with the toilets.  

2.7 The archaeological record consisted of a photographic and drawn survey. The photographic 

survey consisted of general photographs both with and without scales as well as close-up shots of 

specific elements. A drawn survey was produced of a Tudor blocked up fireplace in room GF055. 

This illustration was drawn at a scale of 1:20 on archival stable permatrace with key features and 

phases of brickwork indicated.  

2.8 During the course of the watching brief, if any significant archaeological or architectural features 

were encountered the works were paused to allow the archaeologist to record the features. 

2.9 The archaeologist in attendance worked in accordance with the Institute for Archaeologists’ Code 

of Conduct and all relevant Standard and Guidance documents.   

2.10 This report will not be the subject of any further work or publication. However, the site report 

will be logged on the Oasis website and Historic Royal Palaces will submit a summary of the 

project for the annual round-up section of London Archaeologist. 

 

3 Archaeological Background 

3.1 Hampton Court Palace is a Scheduled Ancient Monument (Surrey No. 83). The palace, gardens 

and grounds form an archaeological and historical site of national importance. The historical 

background to Hampton Court is well documented and will not be repeated here. 

Brief historical background of Base Court 

3.2 In 1514, the lease of Hampton Court was purchased by Thomas Wolsey who executed many 

alterations and new builds. Base Court was constructed as part of a scheme to extend the palace 

and create a double courtyard at the beginning of Wolsey’s occupancy in 1515, and was 

completed in around 1521. The creation of this courtyard to the west of the existing late medieval 

house meant that the principal land access was changed from south to west. It comprised of four 

ranges each with two storeys, and a Great Gatehouse built with five storeys.   

3.3 The rooms that run around the cloister off Base court were principally used as lodgings for 

guests, with sumptuous interiors and furnishings. The design was avant-garde for the time, as the 

lodgings were entered from a continuous internal gallery enabling guests to walk to and from 

their lodgings protected from the elements. The grandest accommodation had two rooms, and 

were known as double-lodgings. There were thirty of these in total, three single lodgings, and a 

large three-room suite over the gatehouse.  

3.4 By the mid-18th century and up until the mid-20th century the apartments in the Base Court 

Cloister were given over to Grace and Favour occupants. 

 

Previous archaeological investigations 

3.5 A number of archaeological investigations have taken place around Base Court in recent years, 

though little work has been done within the spaces occupied by the rooms running around the 

cloister.  

3.6 The largest project took place in 2008 when Oxford Archaeology were commissioned to carryout 

out an evaluation followed by a research excavation in the courtyard of Base Court prior to the 
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resurfacing of the whole area. The investigations showed that significant archaeological deposits 

survived on the site including multiple phases of surfacing and part of a possible medieval 

structure. A large timber-framed building, with waterlogged deposits on a yard surface dating to 

the 13th - 15th century was uncovered in the south-west corner of the site and demonstrated 

evidence of fire damage. The earliest cobbled surface found was dated to 1535-37 and an 

octagonal water feature was also revealed. In the north-west quadrant of the court a large 

rectangular pit was found containing a brick-built dwarf-walled and timber-framed buildings 

dating to Elizabeth I’s occupancy. One of the buildings was associated with metalworking and 

the other may have also been some sort of workshop. Almost the entire network of brick-built 

drainage culverts constructed by Wren was exposed. A number of Georgian and Victorian 

features were also found.  

3.7 Further archaeological work was undertaken by the same contractors in 2010, which involved a 

watching brief during work undertaken to install new signage and the excavation of a pit for the 

reconstruction of the fountain that was uncovered during the Base Court resurfacing phase. A 

substantial stepped brick footing on the northern end of the east range built over the backfilled 

moat of the late Medieval house was revealed as well as a possible robber cut for a gatehouse 

belonging to the earlier house.  

3.8 Oxford Archaeology also carried out a watching brief and building recording during the opening 

up of a blocked Tudor doorway in order to create a new opening to the shop within the east range 

of the court as well as the hanging of new gates within the Anne Boleyn Gatehouse. The removal 

of brick covering the already known Tudor doorway revealed the stonework to be still in situ. 

3.9 In 2015, OA carried out a series of archaeological investigation and building recording during 

conservation works within the range of Base Court as well as Clock Court (Base Court V – HCP 

110 and VI – HCP 113). The different phases of construction were analysed and new previously 

undetected phases of Tudor brickwork, not attributable to Henry VIII, were also revealed. 

4 Description and Interpretation of Findings 

4.1 The results of the watching brief are presented below in chronological ascending order for each 

apartment with a general description and brief interpretation of archaeological, historical and 

architectural elements of interest encountered in the areas affected by the renovation works.  

 

Apartment 36 – Room GF073F 

4.2 No significant architectural elements were observed in the disabled toilets located in Apartment 

36, Room GF073F in the south-eastern corner of Base Court. However, photographs were 

nonetheless taken of the ceiling space once the modern fittings were removed (Fig. 3).  

Apartment 19 – Rooms GF055, GF053, GF051, GF048 

4.3 Trench III was excavated before the refurbishment of the toilets commenced and was located in 

the passageway between the Mantegna Gallery and the southern range of Base Court outside 

room GF051, there were no features recorded. Indeed, this area had already been disturbed by the 

installation of services related to the toilets inside the Palace building.  

4.4 Trench II was excavated in room GF051, but nothing of archaeological significance was noted 

here either.  

4.5 Trench I was opened up in room GF055, located against the west-facing elevation; this trench 

exposed the upper-most section of the Tudor wall foundations - the findings are described in 

paragraph 4.4, below.  
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Tudor Phase 

4.6 The earliest features observed in Apartment 19 were sections of Tudor brickwork on the north-

facing and west-facing elevations in room GF055 and a blocked-up Tudor fireplace built into this 

same west-facing wall (Figs. 5 and 6). The entrance to a Tudor culvert is also located in room GF 

053 and was already visible to the public prior to the refurbishment works. However the opening 

to the culvert is probably much later, likely dating to the late c.18th century. 

4.7 The early brickwork observed on the sections of wall either side of the window opening on the 

north-facing elevation of room GF055 (see Figs. 4, 5, 7) were orangey red in colour with a rough 

uneven surface. Individual bricks measured 111-112 mm x 50 mm x 240 mm. The mortar joints 

and pointing were rough in appearance and the bonding material was composed of a soft cream-

coloured sandy lime mortar with small fragments of lime; the consistency was rather crumbly. 

4.8 Similar brickwork was observed on the west-facing elevation of room GF055; however, this wall 

also accommodated a bricked-up fireplace, measuring 2 m x 2 m. It had a double-arch feature 

composed of Tudor red bricks arranged in soldier and rowlock stretchers individually measuring 

100 mm x 240 mm x 50 mm. Just below this feature were three courses of yellow/ochre bricks in 

stretcher bond with intermittently placed orangey red bricks on the edges. A row of bricks 

arranged in rowlock bond lay beneath this level. The bricks appeared over-fired with a pinkish 

black tint. A thick layer of mortar was observed below this row of bricks followed by a metal 

lintel structure directly above the opening of the fireplace, which was blocked with 20th century 

stock bricks.  

4.9 There were several areas of recent repair to the Tudor brickwork, around the arch feature, 

evidenced by patches of light brown cement mortar (Figs. 5 and 6). There was no evidence of any 

stone-work associated with the fireplace.  

4.10 A trench was excavated against the west-facing elevation of room GF055 measuring 0.89 m x 

0.7 m x 0.65 m (D). It was later extended by around 0.5 m towards the west. It was situated in an 

area that had already been disturbed by the installation of pipes associated with the facilities in 

the female toilets. The trench revealed the foundation of the west-facing elevation in this room, 

which had an offset measuring 0.13 m – 0.15 m located at 0.28 m below the current floor surface. 

The foundation was observed over a depth 0.44 m exposing four courses of brick with a layer of 

tile on the uppermost course covered with a thick but soft greyish white lime mortar. The bricks 

observed were orangey red in colour. The bonding material was an orangey yellow sandy lime 

mortar containing inclusions of lime granules. The joints were 15 mm to 20 mm thick. 

4.11 Daphne Ford’s Historical Analysis indicates that there was a 16th century brick floor surface 

below the modern fittings in rooms GF051 and GF053, and presumably in room GF055 as well, 

however no evidence of this was observed during the project. There was a mixture of modern 

bricks and concrete, but it is possible that remains of the earlier surface exist below.  

 

18th century Phase 

4.12 The work carried out in the ‘coal store’ in room GF048 revealed limestone paved flooring 

probably associated with the painted green timber panelling on the east-facing wall of this narrow 

space which sat directly on top of this level and likely dates to c. 18th century (see section 5). This 

floor level was lower than the exterior ground level in the cloister stepping down around 0.2 m.  

 

19th/20th Century Phase 

4.13 Located on the east-facing elevation in room GF055 adjacent to the right of the doorway was a 

pencil drawing of daisy wheels (Figs. 10 and 12). This is a typical pattern seen in apotropaic 
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marks, however, this particular example  was almost certainly of 20th century date, appearing on 

the post 19121 green painted panelling installed in front of the wall, the brickwork of which was 

obscured by cemented fibre reinforcement mesh.  

4.14 On the same timber beam structure, fixed against the same eastern-facing elevation and located at 

a height of roughly 2m, were the remains of an early/mid-20th century patterned wallpaper with a 

fruits and vines design. Only a small torn portion measuring barely 0.3 m in length remained (Fig 

11). It was heavily textured and appeared to be a washable variety of wallpaper.  

4.15 The second and third phases of brickwork visible in Apartment 19 date to between the 19th and 

the 20th centuries respectively, both of which were visible in room GF055 on either side of the 

window opening on the north-facing elevation (see Fig.4). The second phase consisted of two 

1.10 m wide sections of brickwork composed of pinkish to ochre bricks individually measuring 

220 mm x 50 mm x 140 mm. They had a smooth texture and were bonded together with a hard, 

greyish, sandy, lime mortar containing gravel inclusions. The elevation displayed rough flush 

pointing. 

4.16 The third phase consisted of two narrow 0.3 m wide sections of repair work made up of yellow 

20th century stock bricks. The joints linking the third and second phases of brickwork on this 

north-facing elevation were rough and on the eastern side of the wall, a crude cement mortar 

partially covered both the modern and the Tudor brickwork.  

4.17 Later phases of build could also be seen at various locations around Apartment 19, notably the 

brick pillar on the south-facing elevation in room GF055 located at the entrance to a small 

passageway into apartment 20 (Fig.13), as well as the remaining wood panelling on the east-

facing elevation.  

 

5 Interpretation 

5.1 The observations made during this refurbishment project, particularly in Apartment 19, provided 

the opportunity to record a number of architectural features that had previously been obscured by 

the modern toilet fittings and fixtures.  

5.2 The earliest features observed included sections of Tudor brickwork and a Tudor fireplace in 

room GF055. These elements are original features associated with the Wolsey Period between 

1514 and 1521. They all clearly appear on Daphne Ford’s Historical Analysis of the palace 

(Fig.15). The fireplace appears on the plan as a rectangular recess in the eastern wall of room 

GF055 but no phase was attributed. It is now clear that it is contemporary with the Tudor wall 

into which it is set based on the comparable brick typology. 

5.3 The configuration of the ground floor apartments around the Base Court cloister has changed 

over the centuries, but the area today known as Apartment 19 seems to have undergone more 

changes than most. In the 16th century, the lodgings were generally separated into double-

roomed spaces. The section containing GF055 and GF053 was one such of these double-lodgings 

and was entered via a doorway in the easternmost room also containing a fireplace. To the west 

and the east were further double lodgings (see Fig.16). The layout on the ground floor of the Base 

Court Cloister at this point was simple and generally regular.   

5.4 However, by the late 17th century part of today’s Apartment 19 (rooms GF053 and GF055) was 

subdivided into three rooms with new entrances via the cloister created. By the second quarter of 

the 18th century, the area was further subdivided and altered with another set of inner walls built 

creating a narrow rectangular space towards the western end of Apartment 19, now room GF048. 

                                                 

1 As indicated in Daphne Ford’s Phased Plan of Base Court.  
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Daphne Ford indicates that the wall built to create this narrow space is 17th century in date, 

however the 1689 Christopher Wren plan of Hampton Court Palace (1689) does not show this 

narrow space, indicating that it may have been built in the last quarter of the 17th century. It is 

possible too that this is around the time when the surviving timber panelling was installed against 

the original western Tudor wall but when the space became known as the ‘coal store’ is 

uncertain. The timber panelling sat directly on top of a limestone paved floor surface, indicating 

that these two elements are contemporary. 

5.5 More subdivisions and alterations to the layout of this apartment were made by the mid-19th 

century and a number of small outbuildings were constructed directly outside between the Tudor 

palace and the Orangery building by 1852. An access was created into these buildings via room 

GF055, which explains the variation observed in the brickwork either side of the window on the 

north-facing elevation of this room. These buildings were taken down in the 1970’s when the 

Orangery building was extended, at the same time the doorway on the north-facing elevation of 

room GF055 was blocked and reverted to a window.  

5.6 It is uncertain when the panelling around the walls in room GF053 was installed, though it would 

seem to have been sometime during the early/mid-20th century. The patch of wallpaper exposed 

on the east-facing elevation indicates a post-war date. The so-called ‘apotropaic mark’ may be of 

a similar date.  

 

6 Archive, Artefacts, and Ecofacts 

6.1 The paper archive consists of a scale drawing at 1:20 on permatrace, written notes and sketches, 

various maps and plans, and a photographic register.                                                                     

6.2 The physical, digital and paper archives will be deposited according to the HRP Deposition of 

Archaeological Excavation Archives Guidelines 2015.  

6.3 No archaeological finds were collected and no environmental samples were taken.           
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7 Illustrations 

 

 

Figure 1: General location of the site 
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Figure 2: Plan extract showing the location of the areas monitored on the ground floor of Base Court, Hampton Court Palace 
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Figure 3: Room GF073, view of the exposed ceiling 

 

 

Figure 4: View of Room GF055 looking towards the south-western corner after the stripping phase 
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Figure 5: The blocked Tudor fireplace on the west-facing elevation of Room GF055 
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Figure 6: Elevation drawing of the blocked fireplace on the west-facing elevation of Room GF055 
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Figure 7: View of the north and west-facing elevations of room GF055 

 

 

Figure 8: Modern concrete render covering the Tudor brickwork on the north-facing elevation of Room GF055 
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Figure 9: View of the Tudor wall foundations of the west-facing elevation in Room GF055 

 

Figure 10: East-facing elevation of Room GF055 
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Figure 11: Wallpaper observed on the east-facing elevation of Room GF055 

 

 

Figure 12: ‘Apotropaic’ mark on the east-facing elevation 
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Figure 13: The south-facing elevation of Room GF055, with the 19th and 20th century brickwork 
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Figure 14: General view of the 'coal store', Room GF048, showing the flagstone floor and wood 

panelling on the east-facing elevation 
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Figure 15: Daphne Forde's Phase Plan of the southern and eastern cloister of Base Court 

 

Figure 16: Ground floor of Base Court in 1547, extract from Thurley 2003. 
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Figure 17: Extract from Sir Christopher Wren’s general plan of the ground floor at Hampton Court 

Palace, 1689 
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Figure 18: Extract from the William Fort Plan, 1732-42 
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9 Appendix  

 

Photographic Register 

Jpeg Description View Scale  

1 
Disabled Toilets, Base Court - exposed ceiling and 

wooden slats 

N/A 
N/A 

2 
Disabled Toilets, Base Court - exposed ceiling and 

wooden slats 
N/A N/A 

3 
Disabled Toilets, Base Court - exposed ceiling and 

wooden slats 

N/A 
N/A 

4 
Disabled Toilets, Base Court - exposed ceiling and 

wooden slats 
N/A N/A 

5 
Disabled Toilets, Base Court - exposed ceiling and 

wooden slats, and modern brickwork 

N/A 
N/A 

6 
Disabled Toilets, Base Court - exposed ceiling and 

wooden slats, and modern brickwork 
N/A N/A 

7 
Disabled Toilets, Base Court - exposed ceiling and 

wooden slats, and modern brickwork 

N/A 
N/A 

8 
Trench excavated in the Baby change room, Base 

Court GF051 
S N/A 

9 
Trench excavated in the Baby change room, Base 

Court GF051 
S N/A 

10 General view of trench location GF051 S N/A 

11 
Trench excavated in the Baby change room, Base 

Court GF051 
S N/A 

12       

13 
Brick arch above window, south-facing elevation, 

Base court Ladies Toilets GF055 
N N/A 

14 

View of beamed ceiling, beams, floor above, and 

the south-facing elevation of the ladies toilets, 

Base Court GF055 

N N/A 

15 
North-facing elevation during the stripping phase - 

Ladies toilets GF055 
N N/A 

16 North-eastern corner of the ladies toilets GF055 NE N/A 

17 North-western corner of the ladies toilets GF055   N/A 

18 Exposed ceiling N/A N/A 

19 Exposed ceiling N/A N/A 

20 Exposed ceiling N/A N/A 

21 Exposed ceiling N/A N/A 

22 Exposed ceiling in baby change facility GF051 N/A N/A 

23 Exposed ceiling in baby change facility GF051 N/A N/A 

24 
General view of the baby change facility prior to 

stripping phase GF051 
S N/A 

25 View of beamed ceiling in Ladies toilets GF055 N/A N/A 

26 View of beamed ceiling in Ladies toilets GF055 N/A N/A 

27 View of beamed ceiling in Ladies toilets GF055 N/A N/A 
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28 
General view of the ladies toilets during the 

stripping phase GF055 
S N/A 

29       

30 
View of the eastern side of the ladies toilets during 

the stripping phase GF055 
E/SE N/A 

31 
View of the ceiling and modern metal lintel 

GF055 
N/A N/A 

32 
Blocked Tudor fireplace, west-facing elevation 

GF055 
E 1m 

33 
General view of west-facing elevation in ladies 

toilets during the stripping-out phasing GF 055 
E 1m 

34 Detail of the fireplace GF055 E N/A 

35 Detail of the fireplace GF055 E N/A 

36 Oblique view of blocked fireplace GF055 NE 1m 

37 Detail of the fireplace GF055 E N/A 

38 Detail of metal fixtures in the fireplace GF055 E N/A 

39 
Detail of tiles in the build of the fireplace 

GF055 E 
N/A 

40 
19th century wall paper remnants on the east-

facing elevation to the north of the toilet 

entrance GF055 W 0.4m 

41 East-facing elevation and wall paper fragment 

GF055 W N/A 

42 Apotropaic pencil drawing on green painted 

door frame (east-facing elevation) GF055 W N/A 

43 Room GF 048 during the stripping out phase  W N/A 

44 Room GF 048 during the stripping out phase  W N/A 

45 Baby change room during the stripping out 

phase - north-facing elevation GF 051 S N/A 

46 Detail of wall paper on east-facing elevation of 

ladies GF055 W N/A 

47 Apotropaic pencil drawing on green painted 

door frame (east-facing elevation) GF055 W N/A 

48 West-facing elevation part-way through the 

stripping phase - fireplace exposed GF055 E N/A 

49 Fireplace on the west-facing elevation of the 

ladies fully exposed GF055 W 1m 

50 Fireplace on the west-facing elevation of the 

ladies fully exposed GF055 W 1m 

51 Detail of brick work on the chimney GF055 W N/A 

52 North-facing elevation fully exposed - ladies 

toilets GF055 S N/A 

53 North-facing elevation fully exposed - ladies 

toilets GF055 S N/A 

54 General view of the ladies toilets - post-

stripping out phase GF055 SW N/A 
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55 Detail of effects of damp on the brick work on 

the west-facing elevation GF 055 E N/A 

56 Blocked up doorway to former baby change 

facilities GF053 W N/A 

57 View of Base Court from the cloister NW N/A 

58 North-facing elevation above the entrance to the 

culvert GF053 S N/A 

59 North-facing elevation in GF048; cable location 

behind plaster S N/A 

60 Excavated trench against the west-facing 

elevation of  GF055 E 0.5m 

61 
Upper section of the foundation associated with 

the west-facing elevation in the ladies toilets 

GF055 NE 0.5m 

62 General view of the excavated trench GF055 E 0.5m 

63 Culvert GF053 N N/A 

64 Culvert GF053 N N/A 

65 Culvert GF053 N N/A 

66 Foundation of west-facing elevation seen in 

section E 0.3m 

67 Foundation of west-facing elevation seen in 

section GF 055 E 0.3m 

68 General shot of trench in the ladies toilets GF 

055 E 0.3m 

69 Foundation of wall GF055 E 0.3m 

70 Foundation of wall GF055 E 0.3m 

71 Culvert GF053 W N/A 

72 Culvert GF053 S N/A 

73 Culvert GF053 S N/A 

74 Cut through the plaster in the north-facing 

elevation above the culvert GF053 S N/A 

75 Exposed York stone slabs in GF048 N N/A 

76 Working shot GF048 N N/A 

77 Working shot GF048 N N/A 

78 Working shot GF048 N N/A 

79 
Fireplace on the west-facing elevation in GF 

055 E 1m 

80 Oblique view of the west-facing and north-

facing elevations in Room GF055 SE N/A 

81 Detail view of the 19th century brickwork on 

the north-facing elevation of Room GF055 S N/A 

82 South-facing elevation of Room GF055 NE N/A 

83 South-facing elevation of Room GF055 N N/A 

84 Detail of the south-eastern angle of Room 

GF055  S N/A 
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85 Detail of the modern cement render on the 

north-facing elevation of Room GF055 S N/A 

86 Detail of the modern cement render on the 

north-facing elevation of Room GF055 S N/A 

87 Detail of the modern cement render on the 

north-facing elevation of Room GF055 S 1m 

88 South-eastern angle of Room GF055  E 1m 

89 Fireplace in Room GF055 E 1m 

90 Fireplace in Room GF055 E N/A 

91 Detail of the brickwork on the west-facing 

elevation of Room GF055 S 1m 

92 North-facing elevation, Room GF055 S N/A 

93 Wall paper fragment on east-facing elevation of 

Room GF055 W N/A 

94 Apotropaic mark on the east-facing elevation of 

Room GF055 W N/A 
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10 Oasis Data Form 
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